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Teachers should encourage their students to question everything. Agree or disagree?

Deciding whether inspiring students to question everything has a positive impact on them or not is 
considered a controversial debate. Some believe it is better for teachers to motivate students to ask 
questions as opposed to people who frown upon this idea. However, I am of the first idea and have 
three points in support of my viewpoint which I will mention in the following essay.

To begin with, most of the times encouraging students to question everything is a practical way to 
improve their self-esteem or self-confidence. Due to the fact that students learn how to ask teachers 
for solving their educational misunderstandings. Moreover, by make students feel free about asking 
questions in the class, we increase their speaking ability and confidence in front of their peers and 
even other people. When I was younger, I would have said that it would not help students by their 
lack of self-confidence but my university experiences have shown the exact opposite point. I mean 
asking question in the middle of classes has made me more confident.

Secondly, sometimes students do not gain the eminent point of a lesson and encouraging them to ask 
about their education issues is vital in order for them to understand the next lessons. Because lessons 
are sequent and connect to each other it is important for tutors to lead their students in questioning 
path. For instance, when I used to go to high school I struggled with a lesson of mathematics and by 
asking questions I learnt that part of lesson and prevent next misunderstandings because those 
lessons were connected to one another.

Last but not least, asking questions teaches students to not accept everything. In addition, sometimes 
asking a question is a good way to make aware teachers about their unconscious mistakes. For 
example, one of my university professors made mistakes automatically during his presentations and 
we tried to remind him of his mistakes by asking him relevant questions. Having said that, students 
should not be made to ask questions because it may give some of them anxiety.

To cut a long story short, the aforementioned points and examples have shown that encouraging 
students to question everything is not only a practical way to enhance their self-confidence, but also 
essential for learning related lessons. It also reduce teachers’ mistakes during their presentations.


